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LOGIX provides a package of advanced technical solutions based on enterprise resource planning (ERP) to automate the operational and administrative processes depending on best practices and global standards for the flow of business and taking into account the current needs. LOGIX is capable of managing several branches administratively and financially independent with access to reports at the branch level, institution or group, making it the perfect solution for the planning of large and medium-sized enterprises resources.

**Strategic Principles:**

- We seek to achieve customer satisfaction and serve the best service.
- Build a strong relationship of friendship and trust with customers.
- We believe in providing our customers with all the financial and management consulting.
LOGIX Features

- Single sign systems.
- Imported and exported into excel
- Arabic & english
- Multi activities and branches.
- Accessible from anywhere the cloud: makes it easy for remote employees, installers, contractors, and others to submit work orders and timesheets from any browser enabled device.
- Secure, authorized data entry: advanced security features authorize users to perform specific tasks and only view data required to perform their job.
- Customized reports and inquiries integrated query and reporting tools deliver information at the project level, subsidiary level, or company level to simplify reporting.
- Flexible workflows and approvals: create workflow and approval routes to match existing business processes for entering quotes, timesheets, and more.
- Eliminate dual data entry: timesheets, proposals, tasks, and more are entered once and used for both project planning and billing so you save time and reduce data entry errors.
- Ease of management: there is no need to install any special software on the user’s machine and thus would accept the system administrator manages the server will not care about the large number of users, where they can access the system from a number of ways: intranet, lan, internet
Accounting/Financial Management

- Building chart of accounts commensurate with the type and nature of the facility and the size of its activity.
- Identification of the facility cost centers to find out each center expenses and revenues.
- Cash management, accounting, and financial reports (BS, income statement).
- Preparing budgets to see deviation from the actual budget.
- Review documents for approval or rejection and then posting.
- Accounting periods reclosing works.
- Linked with HR system, fixed assets system, purchase system, sales system.
Inventories Management

- Definition of items and arrange them according to the user's desire.
- Flexibility in pricing items.
- Multiple units item.
- Matching inventory with the actual balances results.
- Costing any of the generally accepted ways globally.
- In & out transaction using inventory vouchers (receipt note & delivery note).
- Multi-reports by items, groups, vendors, warehouse...etc.
- Linked with accounts system, purchasing system, sales system.
Purchases Management

- Management purchases and calculate their costs.
- Suppliers data management and analysis levels.
- Open adoption expenses and identify and follow up on goods.
- Analysis of suppliers quotations.
- Linked with warehouses system & accounts system
Sales Management

- Customer data management and tracking their debts.
- Processing offers and requests, invoices and sales returns and follow-up monitoring reports on the level of sales operations.
- Trace amounts receivable.
- Determine the debt limit per customer.
- Linked with warehouses system & accounts system.
Customers Relationship Management

- It helps build individual relationships with customers and earn their loyalty and maintain them.
- It helps reducing in costs and increase profits.
- The development of customer feedback and preferences.
- Increase sales through the diagnosis of customer preferences.
Property Management

- Real estate management according to the program plan and the court in a professional and professionalism.
- Follow-up tenants in all their obligations in accordance with the contracts concluded with them.
- The existence of a system of alerts maturity dates of leases and contracts and other finishes.
Fixed Assets Management

- Fixed assets definition.
- Proof of purchase of fixed assets and its property.
- Proof the sale of fixed assets, taking into account the existence of losses or profits.
- Inventory of fixed assets.
- Browse all fixed assets that have been purchased during the specified period.
- Depreciation calculation.
- Linked with accounts system & cost center.
Projects Management

- Divide the project into several phases and determine the tasks required all its stages.
- Completion of the project in the required quality and the estimated cost specified time.
- And compatibility with the division of the project with what is planned to find out the distractions and processed.
- Bill payments as per contracts items preparing.
- Additional works.
- Percentage of completion.
Human Resources Management

- **Personnel Management:**
  - Register staff and insert all their personal data.
  - The management structure of the facility.
  - Movements of personnel - transfer - training - mandate - upgrade - and others.
  - Calculating leave, end of service benefits balance.

- **Payroll**
  - Calculating monthly salaries.
  - Allowances and deductions.
  - Bonuses / annual increases.
  - Extract payroll slip.
Human Resources Management

- **Attendance And Leave:**
  - Connect the device directly to the system fingerprint is calculated so that delays and absences and overtime directly without the need for manual intervention.
  - Can link the system more than the fingerprint device.
  - Import and export of the device fingerprint of the system and vice versa.

- **Self service:**
  - Automate all paper forms pertaining to the employee and converted from manual to electronic.
  - The possibility of adding a workflow for each model separately so that it is converted automatically according to pre-defined line to line example: request the leave - is fill in the form by the employee and then is sent to the direct manager - and the direct manager of human resources and so on.
  - Linked with accounts system & cost center.
Document Management

- Archive all documents and retrieving what he wanted when the person at any time and from anywhere.
- To rid the organization of paperwork burden.
- Reduce expenses and save a lot of money and effort and time spent in manual archiving process.
- Keep up with the times and to achieve development policy institution.
Related Systems

1. Administrative Communications System - trasol.
3. Send An SMS System.
4. Containers, Trucks And Equipment Rental Management System.
5. Packages And Freight Management System.
6. Content Management Sites And Portals System.
7. School And University Transport Management System.
8. Visitors Management System For Exhibitions And Conferences.
9. Point Of Sale (POS)
10. We Have The Possibility To Connect To Any Other Existing System - Or Pull Data System.
Manufacturing And Production System

- Adaptable to the needs of each manufacturer.
- Follow-up each stage of production easily and super flexible.
- The possibility of calculating the estimated cost of a product.
- Calculation of the product from raw material costs, and indirect costs (labor, machines, water, electricity ..... etc.)
  or add another expense ratio.
- Multiple reports of all aspects of manufacturing.

Maintenance And Equipment Management System

- Save all fleet data (vehicles - equipment).
- Recording and follow-up and analysis of fuel consumption.
- Scheduling all preventive maintenance tasks in advance.
- Record collects all information about the maintenance tasks and problems, whether current or that has been performed for reference with ease.
- You can keep track of information about the equipment, buildings, tools and spare parts.
Sectors

- Communications And IT
- Holding Companies
- Storage And Transportation
- Commercial Business
- Organizations
- Continuing Education And Training
- Law And Consulting Offices
- Medical Services